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Chapter 2 Basic conditions for use, operational
limitations, etc

§1 Structural components...., must be designed, manufactured and
installed so that they are able to fulfil all their safety functions reliably
during both normal and disturbed operational situations possible during
accidents.

A., component must be regularly checked, monitored and
inspected, and also maintained well so that safety is adequate during use.

Structural components may only be used if they have
also been inspected to the necessary degree and with acceptable
results , and also that a certificate of conformity ....
has been issued
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§5 Cracking and other degradation which is detected during operation
or installation outages, and which is not considered trivial with respect
to the installation safety, must be investigated without delay and reported
to the Inspectorate.

A component with a crack or other degradation may be retained in
operation without repair during the period of time for which adequate
safety margins against failure, function limiting leakage or malfunction
exists.
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GENERAL ADVICE: Reporting, investigations and
assessment of damage

Damage which has, or if it were not
detected later could have, resulted in reduced margins
to core damage, injury to personnel or release of
radioactivity. It is however important that even
damage which has not resulted in reduced margins
is investigated thoroughly and reported in order
partly to determine whether similar damage can have
affected other components in the same plant or
components in other plants, and partly to continually
increase knowledge of the damage processes and the
reasons for their occurrence.

To determine the cause of the damage it is
normally necessary to carry out a number of

investigations using different methods, of which
metallographic studies of material samples are
considered to give reliable results.
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Chapter 4 Repairs, replacements, alterations and additions
Repairs

§2 Cracks and other defects which can result in the safety of a component
no longer being adequate, may be removed without subsequent replacement
of material or welding on condition that

the necessary margins of strength are retained, and that the necessary
geometry and surface finish can be achieved, and
the probable reason for its occurrence has been determined, and that
measures have been taken to prevent new cracks forming.

§3 If the necessary margins of strength are not retained or the necessary
geometry and surface finish cannot be achieved, the component or part thereof
must be replaced or repaired. Repair of components

may not however be started until the probable cause for the occurrence
of the damage has been determined.
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GENERAL ADVICE:
Clarification of the reason for damage is

necessary so that repairs can be carried out in an
appropriate manner, and thus prevent the occurrence
of new damage which could put the safety at risk.

Nuts and bolts are not considered suitable for weld repair.
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SKi
Regulative situation

THE SWEDISH NUCLEAR POWER INSPECTORATE'S REGULATIONS
CONCERNING STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS,
SKIFS 1994:1

(Exerts from the draft translation)

Chapter 2 Basic conditions for use, operational limitations, etc

§ 1 Structural components in order to be used in a nuclear installation, must be
designed, manufactured and installed so that they are able to fulfil all their safety
functions reliably during both normal and disturbed operational situations possible
during accidents.

After a component has been taken into operation it must be regularly checked,
monitored and inspected, and also maintained well so that safety is adequate during use.

Structural components may only be used within the limitations given in §§ 2-5
below, and if they have also been inspected to the necessary degree and with acceptable
results in accordance with these regulations, and also the requirement that a certificate
of conformity with the requirements has been issued in accordance with chapter 5
§§ 1-2.

§5 Cracking and other degradation which is detected during operation or installation
outages, and which is not considered trivial with respect to the installation safety, must
be investigated without delay and reported to the Inspectorate.

A component with a crack or other degradation may be retained in operation
without repair during the period of time for which adequate safety margins against
failure, function limiting leakage or malfunction exists.

GENERAL ADVICE: Reporting, investigations and assessment of damage
Damage of not insignificant importance for safety means damage which has, or if

it were not detected later could have, resulted in reduced margins to core damage, injury
to personnel or release of radioactivity. It is however important that even damage which
has not resulted in reduced margins is investigated thoroughly and reported in order
partly to determine whether similar damage can have affected other components in the
same plant or components in other plants, and partly to continually increase knowledge
of the damage processes and the reasons for their occurrence.

It is important that reports of damage include a comprehensive description of the
events, with information on the time and operational condition when the damage was
detected, how it was detected, its extent and possible consequences of the damage,
material composition (charge analysis or similar), manufacturing method, and
environmental data as well as the damage mechanism and its cause.
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To determine the cause of the damage it is normally necessary to carry out a

number of investigations using different methods, of which metallographic studies of
material samples are considered to give reliable results.

In order to be able to assess if adequate safety margins exist it is necessary to
carry out accurate analyses with regard to amongst other things probable damage
mechanisms, possible synergistic effects, actual loading conditions, possible
propagation rates in the specific environment, and uncertainties in the determination of
the extent of the damage. In Appendix 1 guidelines are given which can be used when
determining safety margins.

Chapter 4 Repairs, replacements, alterations and additions

Repairs
§2 Cracks and other defects which can result in the safety of a component no longer
being adequate, may be removed without subsequent replacement of material or welding
on condition that

the necessary margins of strength are retained, and that the necessary geometry
and surface finish can be achieved, and
the probable reason for its occurrence has been determined, and that measures
have been taken to prevent new cracks forming.

To carry out such measures in components which form part of the primary systems
pressure boundary requires however specific permission from the Inspectorate.

Measures which are taken to remove cracks or other defects without subsequent
repair must be carried out using machining methods which have been qualified for the
measures.

Qualification of such machining methods intended for use in components which
belong to safety categories 1 or 2 must be supervised and assessed by a third party
inspection body.

GENERAL ADVICE:
Qualification of machining methods normally includes demonstration that the

equipment and personnel can obtain, under realistic external conditions, the necessary
geometrical conditions and surface finish which are free from micro cracks and
contaminants, and which subsequently enable satisfactory testing.

§3 If the necessary margins of strength are not retained or the necessary geometry
and surface finish cannot be achieved, the component or part thereof must be replaced or
repaired. Repair of components in either of the safety categories 1 or 2 may not however
be started until the probable cause for the occurrance of the damage has been
determined.

If a repair is made to part of the primary system pressure boundary specific
permission from the Inspectorate is required.

Repairs must be performed in accordance with a repair programme which has
been qualified for the measures to be taken, and which can restore the component's
properties with the adequate margins necessary for it to fulfil the basic requirements for
use as specified in chapter 2 § 1, first paragraph.
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Qualification of such programmes intended for repairing components which

belong to safety categories 1 or 2 must be supervised and assessed by a third party
inspection body.

GENERAL ADVICE:
Clarification of the reason for damage is necessary so that repairs can be carried

out in an appropriate manner, and thus prevent the occurrance of new damage which
could put the safety at risk.

The equipment, approach and quality assurance measures needed to restore the
properties necessary for the specific component to be able to fulfil its safety functions
should be described in a repair programme. This should also contain detailed written
instructions describing the separate steps which must be followed during a repair in
order to ensure that it will be performed in the correct manner.

Qualification of repair welding can be based upon procedure control and welder
testing in accordance with the comments to chapter 4 § 7, below.

Nuts and bolts are not considered suitable for weld repair.
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STRYK

SKI:s database for defects found in components
as a result of damage under operation

does not include defects found during delivery
control and suchlike

does include manufacturing defects found first
through ISI after some years of operation
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STRYK

set up as a direct consequence of the regulations
regarding the reporting of cracks and other damage

acts as a reference library for reported cracks and
degradation, partly as the database itself but
especially in conjunction with the filed reports

can be used to retrieve information about individual
events or for compiling statistics and performing
analyses of trends
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STATUS OF STRYK

to date about 75 % of the known cases in the safety classes
1 and 2 have been assessed and entered

over 330 entries (individual defects)
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REPORTED INFORMATION

sources: utilities
in recent years the reporting requirements

previously: incident reports, annual inspection reports
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SKIs SKADEDATABAS
REGITRERINGS UNDERLAG
HUVUDDEFEKT

Diarienummer

Anläggning

System

Komponenttyp

Kvalitetsklass

Kontrollgrupp

Tidpunkt

Upptäcktssätt

Driftläge vid upptäckt

Skadeplacering

Typ av skada

Skadedimensioner

Skadeorientering

Komponentdimensioner

Skademekanism

Material

Åtgärd

Skadeorsak

Skadeanalys

S kadetål ighetsanaly s

Materialanalys

SKI Registration number

Unit

System no and name

Type of component

Quality Classifiratinr

Insoection Grouo

Date detected

How (method) detected

Operational status of the unit

Where in the component the i «̂  ̂ ^sitioned

Type of defect

Defect dimensions

Defect orientation

Komponent dimensions

Mechanism

Material

Mitigating action

Cause

Metallographic investigation

Damage assessment

Material analysis



SKis SKADEDATABAS
REGITRERINGS UNDERLAG
HUVUDDEFEKT

Referenser : References

Mil] 6 . Envi ronemnt

Ovrigt : Other information



Löpnummer
00028
00029
00030
00031

00033
00034
00035
00036
00037

Anläggning

- 01

Löpnummer
(00032

Syttemnummer
331 Vj JReningsiystem föl reaktorvatten

; Komponenttyp

Rörböj m
Kvalîleljklaxsning

Tidpunkt
Ï7910"

•JConlroJJgrupp J~j;

^Uppläckttiärtllll

Rondeiing

o liftläge vid üm^mmEmßz^m
Effektdf.lt

'•'.-•:i fPlacéiing
:] Buksidan | r |

Typ av ikada Dimensioner
[Spricka, konitateiat

Orientering
Axiell

jca 260 mm gg

Komponenldimentîoner

Skademekanism Material
IGSCC

Åtgärd

{SIS 2333-24 ~

17 Skadeorsak. R Skadeanalys 1~ Skadetålighetxanalys

R Materialanalys W Referenser P Miljö R Övrigt

Skapad
9G-07-01

Uppdaterad Av
97 07-29 SL

Siang;
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Or _&g<Jfgi_J JELô * |

F3
03

03
03
03
R3

1 1 1 I * ,

123 I
1 2 * * •••••• • • = - . • • • : • - • • •

125
126
222

T

System

Anlaggning Systemnummet

|03 | ± | J124

Spura

Avhryt

System
jSystembeskrivning for Oskauhamn 3 nr 123

Skapad Uppdaterad Av
95-02-09 95-02-17 KOSTAS 1 IS IAMM

o
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[ g Behörighet«
r~
1 * i

KAREN

MONfl

SL

Skapad
97-07-08

Ändra | Bcwt 1
| GOTT, KAREN \±

| SUENSSON

I SOLUE t

Uppdaterad
9707-08

, MONfl
- . : - - • • • • . - >

-t-

fr' '

Användarid
SL

Efternamn,
"|SÖLVE L

Lösenord

1... .
Konfirmera

1

Av
KAREN'""

Avluyt

Sekietesskod

|SvttemAdminittratör

Förnamn

Ändrat: datum
J97-07-08

Lötenord

| Släng

t
1

1

O
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rlBeskrivning

fgg^llll^
Kon an (X). 00 .045 Cr-18.6 Ni=9.3. Charge ni 5-68494 enl int {%). 00 .042
Si=0.44 Mn=0.48 P-0.011 S«=0.010 Ci=18.8 Ni=9.5 Mo=0.1
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3$ Sokaren

Tabefl Gruppering

ICiiteriuin

LOPNUMMER>-'0010'
LOPNUMMER <- '0020'
OR"

AUa fattUKE'^ryck*

Alia fait LIKE •]|"tryck" Addera

Li*ta

Radera JJL.

Utskrift Textfi!

Eller ; Aterst

-"

Excef/Quatio

'-
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o
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Rapporter

Typ av rapport

<•) £uB*tandig

O Sammanlatlning

<&! I
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SKI - STRYK Sammanfattande rapport

Löpnum-
mer
00001

00002

00003

00004

00005

00006

00007

00008

00009

00010

00011

00012

00013

00014

00015

00016

00017

00018

00019

00020

00021

00022

00023

00024

00025

00026

Anlägg-
ning
01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

System

314

312

212

326

326

213

331

354

312

314

312

312

326

312

312

212

212

212

212

212

212

212

212

212

213

213

Komponenttyi

Ventil

Rörböj

Interndel

Rörböj

Rörböj

Ventil

Rör

Rörböj

Rör

Rör

Rör

Rör

Rör

Rörböj

Rörböj

Interndel

Interndel

Interndel

Interndel

interndel

Interndel

Internde!

Interndel

Moderatortank

Ventil

Annan

97-09-19 GOTT, KAREN

Tid-
punkt

7604

7605

1990

8805

8805

8905

8407

86

9309

9309

9309

9309

9105

91

91

1979

1979

1990

1990

1990

1990

1991

1990

1992

8905

1990

Sid:

Typ av skada

Korrosionsangrepp

Erosionsangrepp

Spricka, misstänkt

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, misstänkt

Mekanisk skada

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, misstänkt

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, misstänkt

Spricka, misstänkt

Spricka, misstänkt

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, konstaterat

Spricka, misstänkt

Spricka, misstänkt

Spricka, konstaterat

Mekanisk skada

Annan

i

Skademekanism

Korrosion

Erosion

Termisk utmattning

IGSCC

IGSCC

Annan

IGSCC

IASCC

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

IGSCC

IGSCC

IGSCC

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Termisk utmattning

Annan

Annan



SKI - STRYK Totalrapport 97-09-19 GOTT, KAREN Sid:

Löpnummer

System

Komptyp

Kvalitétsk

Upptäckts

Driftläge

Typ av skada

Dimension

Komp dim.

Orienterin

Placering

Skademek

00007

331 R

Rör

2

Ultraljud

Revision

Spricka,

UTL=ca25,

168.3x12.

Axieli

Annan

IGSCC

Diarienr

eningssyster

Kontrollgr

(UT)

konstaterat

D=ca8

5

Anläggning 01

Tidpunkt 8407

Skadeorsak

Skadeanalys

Skadetålig-
hetsanalys

Material

Material-
analys

Miljö

Sannolik svetsreparation samt invändig slipning.

Ref 1.

SS 2333-25

CH 8-327 enl intyg (%): C=0.042. Si=0.36. Mn=1.50. P=0.032. S=0.012.
Cr=18.3. Ni=8.9. N=0.078

Systemdelen har före RA 83 endast varit i drift kortare perioder dvs
innehållit stillastående varmt vatten. Fr o m 1983 körs systemet
kontinuerligt vid 286 C.

Åtgärd Utbyt

Referenser 1: L Abelsson. Ol-331-Metallografisk undersökning av svetsskarvar med
UL-indikation AA Rapport KM 85-17, 85-01-17.
2: SA meddelande KD 85/15. ERK/BK 1985-03-18
3. Medd. 1-506/84 (utdrag ang provning)

Övrigt 01/1 Flik 3.
Sprickan avstannad vid svetsgods. Charge nr skiljes mellan intygen
"materialspec! och "materialprovning".
Sprickans djup bestämt metallografisk.
Sprickans placering: 2-3 mm från svetsen.



SKI - STRYK Totalrapport 97-09-19 GOTT, KAREN Sid: 35

Löpnummer

System

Komptyp

Kvalitetsk

00035

331

Rörböj

2

Diarienr Bl.4.2 162/80

Reningssystem för reaktorvatten

Anläggning 01

Kontrollgr

Upptäckts Rondering

Driftläge Effektdrift

Typ av skada Spricka, konstaterat

Tidpunkt 8001

Dimension
Komp dim.

Orienterin

Placering

Skademek

Skadeorsak

Skadeanalys

Skadetålig-
hetsanalys

Material

Material-
analys

Miljö

Genomgående
114 .3x10

Buksidan

IGSCC

Kallbockat.

Ref 1. 00036.

SS 2333-24

Se 00034.

NWC.

Åtgärd

Referenser

Utbyt

1. 01-RO 3/80. AC 881.
Se även 00036.

Övrigt 01/2 Flik 7.
Se även 00032, 00034, 00036.
Rörböj mellan 331 V19 och 331V33.


